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Pursues the purpose of social solidarity in the Mediterranean area, in the 

broad sense as all the nations that have a coast overlooking the 
Mediterranean, in the study, protection, enhancement and promotion of 
common goods, and also the nature and the environment and the human 
person in all its aspects according to the following extents: 
1.  Respects and cares of the human person in general and its 

particular characteristics and traditional culture as far as these do 
not clash with the general principles of mutual respect, peace, and 
forgiveness; 

2.  Respects the existing Authority in the operation area, whatever it is, 
and adaptates to the local rules and heritage; 

3.  Respects the environment and local heritage  
4.  Enhances local economy through sustainable development. 
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The Mission of the Foundation in Libya is:!
!
“To avoid seizure of glitzy decay and clearance-sell of the 

the soul of the past that neither time nor sand could 
erase” !                      Antonio Bianchi,  Great Donor, 2007!



in Libya 
The past is still alive  

Garnments pattern survives since the time of Roman Empire 



In Libya 
Ancient habits coexist  
with modern tecnology  



In Libya 
 

Libyan hospitality eases undersanding 
of seemingly outlandish but wholesome way of life 



In Libya 
 

The status of  Berber women is still matriarcal 
Notwithstanding that Islam is well-rooted 



In Libya   
It is possible to appreciate identifying with the other 



In Libya, doing what? 
Taking Vernacular Architecture  

high definiton, low cost Aerial photograpy 



In Libya, doing what? 
Ranking Vernacular Architecture  
Housing and Settlement structure 



In Libya, doing what? 
Performing Vernacular Architecture  

survey, census and 3D CAD modelling 



Scientific Research Results:  
publication and dissemination 



UNESCO Heritage List 
Berber Vernacular Architecture  

insertion could foster Heritage awareness  



Libya holds Geopolitical  
central role  

in the Mediterranean area 



Libya shortcomed 
1995 Barcelona Treaty  

Established Euro-Mediterranean Area 



Libya shortcomed  
2008 UE Expected Joining  

Euro-Mediterranean Area 
A year after assuming the post of 
president of the French Republic in 
2007, and while his nation held the 
rotating European Union presidency, 
Nicolas Sarkozy invited the heads of 
state of the EU’s 27 members and those 
of 17 non-EU Mediterranean countries to 
attend a conference in Paris to launch a 
Mediterranean Union. In the words of 
Britain’s Daily Telegraph regarding the 
summit held on July 13, 2008, 
“Sarkozy’s big idea is to use imperial 
Rome’s centre of the world as a unifying 
factor linking 44 countries that are home 
to 800 million people.” 
Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi, 
however, announced that his nation 
w o u l d b o y c o t t t h e g a t h e r i n g , 
denouncing the initiative as one aimed 
at dividing both Africa and the Arab 
world. 



NATO counteracted Qaddafi  
loyalist repression of the Libyan 

Insurgents seeking for Democracy 



The Islamic threat   
Fundamentalism is unrelated to Libyan 
no extremist-Muslim attacks in Libya 



Islam thorough the World 
 

Italy lies surrounded by Muslim Countries 



Islam in the Mediterranean 
 

Islam is not the same in Arab-Muslim Countries 



Islam in Libya is moderate 
  

Animism is still surviving in the Libyan culture 
And may preclude ascent of fundamentalism 



Wadi Adrar !
Tour Division!

Gruppo di Studio Multidisciplinare!
Civiltà ed Architettura Vernacolare Berbera!

Vision: Community Foundation 


